Message from the Steering Committee Chairs

Recently, the name of this research area “Network Computing” has been transformed into “Cloud Computing” and is being used as a “synonym” of network computing.

The founders and organizers of the IEEE NCCA would like to take the opportunity to honor and acknowledge the help and support of the leading scientists in this field.

All research topics of IEEE NCCA, for one decade, have been stimulating and contributing to the creation of the foundation of the Network Cloud Computing.

Now, Network Cloud Computing is becoming the major mode of operation, which has a profound impact on the society.

We would like to thank you to all PC CoChairs, Financial Chair and Information Assurance Chair for their voluntary hard work during, which has contributed to the success of IEEE NCCA


Our special acknowledgments are to the IEEE Computers Society for its Sponsor Ship and The IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Distributed Processing (TCDP) and International Research Institute on Autonomic Network Computing (IRIANC).
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